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Abstract: Skeletal muscle has a well-organized tissue struc-

ture comprised of aligned myofibers and an encasing extrac-

ellular matrix (ECM) sheath or lamina, within which reside

satellite cells. We hypothesize that the organization of skeletal

muscle tissues in culture can affect both the structure of the

deposited ECM and the differentiation potential of developing

myotubes. Furthermore, we posit that cellular and ECM cues

can be a strong determinant of myoblast fusion and morphol-

ogy in 3D tissue culture environments. To test these, we

utilized a thermoresponsive nanofabricated substratum to

engineer anisotropic sheets of myoblasts which could then be

transferred and stacked into multilayered tissues. Within such

engineered tissues, we found that myoblasts rapidly sense

topography and deposit structurally organized ECM proteins.

Furthermore, the initial tissue structure was found to exert sig-

nificant control over myoblast fusion and eventual myotube

organization. These results highlight the importance of ECM

structure on myoblast fusion and organization, and provide

insights into substrate-mediated control of myotube formation

in the development of novel, more effective, engineered skele-

tal muscle tissues. VC 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater

Res Part A: 106A: 1543–1551, 2018.
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INTRODUCTION

The skeletal muscle microenvironment comprises local

physical, chemical, and biological stimuli surrounding cells

that often dictate or regulate cell function. These microen-

vironments include the extracellular matrix (ECM), the

structural organization of which is central to muscle tissue

development.1 Based on this understanding, efforts to recre-

ate the structural cues of the ECM within controlled, in vitro

three-dimensional (3D) environments to aid cellular devel-

opment now form a substantive literature.2–8 The majority

of studies utilizing engineered 3D skeletal muscle tissues

rely on the use of exogenous scaffold material, which dis-

torts the cell-matrix ratio present in native skeletal mus-

cle.9–12 Consequentially, analysis of the interaction between

cells and their surrounding matrix, as well as the impact

this interaction has on tissue development, is confounded

by reliance on non-physiological models.

To avoid the presence of substantial exogenous ECM

materials, and so more closely model the cell dense nature

of the native skeletal musculature, thermoresponsive poly-

mers incorporated onto cell culture surfaces can be used to

detach intact monolayers of cells as sheets.13,14 This method

preserves cell-deposited ECM and morphology when these

detached sheets are transferred to new culture environ-

ments.15 In doing so, this approach allows for preservation

of cell-cell and cell-ECM connections critical for maintaining

correct tissue organization.

Despite the advantages of this system, typical cell sheet

engineering utilizes substrates lacking topographical cues,

thus limiting the organization of cells and subsequently

leading to the generation of randomly organized tis-

sues.13,15,16 This, in turn limits investigation of the effect of

specific microenvironments on cell fate and function, and

prevents accurate recapitulation of ECM architectures, such

as the endomysium,17 when generating in vitro engineered

skeletal muscle tissues. To address these limitations, we

recently developed a platform utilizing nanotopographical

cues to align myoblast monolayers, as well as a
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thermoresponsive release layer, termed thermoresponsive

nanofabricated substratum.18 Nanopatterned cell sheets can

be transferred from the TNFS and continue to develop with

consistent alignment cues even when stacked into multilay-

ered tissues. Although this phenomenon is useful for skele-

tal muscle tissue engineering purposes, it is not yet known

how transferred cell sheets retain the structural signals

imparted on them by the nanopatterned layers from which

they were released. In this study, we demonstrate that our

TNFS stacking method allows for transfer of organized cell-

deposited ECM, which provides alignment cues and prevents

cell sheet reorganization after detachment and transfer (Fig.

1). Furthermore, we highlight that, due to the end-to-end

nature of myoblast fusion to form myotubes,19 multilayered,

aligned myoblast tissues are able to form structurally organ-

ized myotube cultures from myoblasts in TNFS-mediated

cell sheets. Our results highlight the importance of ECM

structure on myoblast fusion and organization, and provide

insights into substrate-mediated control of myotube forma-

tion in the development of novel, more effective, engineered

skeletal muscle tissues.

RESULTS

Seeded myoblasts rapidly sense nanotopographic

substrate cues and deposit aligned ECM shortly after

attachment

Skeletal muscle myoblasts possess an innate ability to

respond quickly to changes in mechanical cues.20 Such

capacity is essential to enable dynamic manipulation of inter-

nal tension to accurately and reliably respond to changes in

external load. In conventional cell cultures, the structural

ECM niche is lost, leading to the development of non-

physiological branching in developing myotubes, and arrest at

early developmental stages, characterized by poor myofibril

alignment, centralized nuclei, and weak contractility.21–24

Provision of physiological guidance cues and/or representa-

tive strains have proven efficacious at enhancing the develop-

ment of skeletal muscle in vitro, and we have previously

demonstrated that myoblasts grown on TNFS align within

24 h to form an anisotropic cell sheet.18 However, the time

course of morphological alignment, as well as deposition and

structure of ECM, has not yet been investigated. To better

characterize cellular responses to topographic substrate cues,

we therefore sought to assess cytoskeletal organization and

ECM deposition in myoblasts immediately after cell plating.

We specifically examined the cellular morphology and

structure of deposited ECM on TNFS and controls at four

timepoints. We found that cells were able to attach to TNFS

within 15 min but remained spherical in shape, similar to

cells in suspension. However, the cells remained firmly

attached even after washing prior to fixation and extensions

of the cell body indicating adhesion were apparent even dur-

ing bright field microscopic analysis. Within 1 h, cells began

to elongate in parallel with the direction of the underlying

topography, with a confluent, anisotropic sheet formed within

4 h. By 24 h, cells were tightly packed in a confluent mono-

layer and cell borders were not readily apparent. The overall

dynamics of cell spreading on nanopatterned surfaces were

similar to that of the unpatterned controls.

Subsequent immunostaining and confocal microscopy

imaging revealed that cytoskeletal F-actin filaments were

primarily located on the periphery of cells at 15 min and

were predominantly concentrated at the leading edges of

the cells aligned to the topography after 1 h [Fig. 2(a)].

Clearly filamentous cytoskeletal structure was evident

within 4 h of seeding, well aligned to the nanotopographical

cues, and continued to develop throughout culture [Fig.

2(a)]. Quantification of the alignment of the cytoskeleton

demonstrated a time-dependent increase in F-actin align-

ment peaking within 58 of the major axis of alignment [Fig.

FIGURE 1. Engineering structurally organized single and multi-layered skeletal muscle tissue. Using a TNFS and the gel casting method for engi-

neering and transferring anisotropic cell and ECM monolayers, cells are cultured on TNFS for consistent orientation of cellular alignment (red

double pointed arrow indicates substrate orientation). Cells deposit anisotropic ECM (green fibers) and form confluent cell sheets within 48 h.

Following casting in gelatin cell sheets are subjected to reduced temperature to trigger thermoresponse of polymer coated substrate and

removed from culture dish following gelatin solidification (black arrow indicates direction of casted cell layer). Coherent cell sheets are stacked

on other cell sheets with varying orientations and deposited on a new culture surface for experimental conditions, tissue bilayers with aniso-

tropic cell and ECM orientation were cultured in growth or differentiation conditions for up to seven days maintaining anisotropy over the dura-

tion of experimental period.
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2(b)]. Our analysis showed that after only 15 min the align-

ment was randomly distributed, while following 24 h of

exposure to the nanotopographical cues the alignment of F-

actin within 58 of the major axis increased by 190%.

As we were interested in the presence and structure of

the ECM during anisotropic sheet formation on the TNFS,

we also analyzed cell-deposited fibronectin through immu-

nostaining and confocal imaging. Within 15 min, the pres-

ence of fibronectin was apparent within the body of the

attached cells, but was not present on the remainder of the

TNFS [Fig. 2(a)]. As cell morphology began to elongate at

1 h, the fibronectin was still predominately located within

the cell body. After 4 h of culture, fibronectin was primarily

around the periphery of the cells and began to assume an

aligned structure [Fig. 2(a)]. Within 24 h, the cell-deposited

fibronectin had a well-defined anisotropic, web-like struc-

ture characteristic of fibronectin and reminiscent of a cell-

deposited basal lamina [Fig. 2(a)]. Control (unpatterned)

surfaces also had cell-deposited fibronectin; however, it was

predominately an isotropic web-like structure [Fig. 3(c)].

Quantification of the alignment of cell-deposited fibronectin

on nanopatterned surfaces demonstrated a time-dependent

increase in alignment similar to that seen in the cytoskele-

ton with fibronectin alignment within 58 of the major axis

of alignment increased by 226% [Fig. 2(c)]. These results

demonstrate that cells rapidly attach to the TNFS, sense

nanotopographical cues and elongate in the direction of

these cues, and deposit ECM proteins (fibronectin) aligned

to the nanotopographical cues.

Cell-deposited ECM transferred with the cell sheet

maintains structural anisotropy and regulates myoblast

fusion

To determine the effects of engineered nanotopographical

cues versus cell-generated orientation cues on myoblast

fusion, we differentiated myoblasts under two topographi-

cal conditions: maintaining cells on nanopatterned surfaces

as well as removing the cell sheet and differentiating the

cell sheet on a flat surface. Myoblasts in both conditions

fused along the direction of alignment of the nanopattern

on the TNFS, with myotubes remaining on the TNFS

appearing to have a small degree of increased alignment

[Fig. 3(a,b)]. However, sheets of differentiated myotubes

were unable to be transferred from the TNFS, requiring

that myotube studies be conducted using undifferentiated

nanopatterned cell sheets with differentiation following

transfer. The effect of cell-deposited ECM as an alignment

cue was observed utilizing the TNFS gel casting method by

transferring nanopatterned myoblast cell sheets and unpat-

terned myoblast cell sheets to a flat surface. Following

immunofluorescent imaging unpatterned cell sheets were

observed to generate random alignment in contrast to the

clearly aligned cytoskeletal and ECM present in nanopat-

terned cell sheets [Fig. 3(c,d)].

Imaging of transferred, nanopatterned cell sheets showed

that cytoskeletal structure and cell-deposited ECM both

maintained parallel alignment [Fig. 4(a)], similar to that of

nanopatterned cell sheets immediately before transfer on

TNFS [Fig. 2]. This indicates that the transfer process does

FIGURE 2. Rapid anisotropic cell attachment, cytoskeletal and ECM alignment. (a) Confocal microscope image of F-actin (red), fibronectin (green),

and nuclei (blue) showing TNFS-seeded C2C12 myoblasts at varied time intervals following seeding on nanotopographical substrates, demonstrat-

ing the rapid detection and alignment due to nanotopographical cues. Time course quantitative analysis of (b) cytoskeletal alignment and (c) cell-

deposited ECM alignment of cells relative to major axis. Substrate nanopattern orientation is along the horizontal axis. Scale bars: 50 mm.
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not significantly disrupt either cell morphology or ECM

structure. TNFS-transferred cell sheets are then maintained

in either a quiescent growth state or using a differentiation

protocol with F-actin alignment maintaining overall struc-

tural anisotropy [Fig. 4(b,c)] in both conditions. These

alignment differences were highlighted in the quantification

of F-actin architecture for samples transferred to a flat sur-

face [Fig. 4(c)]. F-actin alignment declined progressively

following transfer [Fig. 4(d)], presumably due to loss of

nanotopographical cues guiding continued cell growth.

Contrasting this, in transferred and differentiated nanopat-

terned cell sheets, the alignment of ECM, as measured by

fibronectin alignment, increased with culture time [Fig.

4(e)]. This time-dependent increase likely resulted from

cell-mediated remodeling to allow for myotube formation,

as the increase was seen only in cell sheets cultured in

the differentiation protocol. This indicates that the cell-

secreted ECM and induced cellular structure imparted by

the TNFS are sufficient to dictate myotube formation with

specified alignment, without continued culture on the

nanotopographical substrate. This also further indicates

that myoblasts actively remodel transferred ECM to allow

for myotube formation along the original alignment of the

nanopatterned cell sheet.

Orientational control of bilayered tissues enhance

myotube formation

In previous work we demonstrated that nanopatterned cell

sheets can be stacked into multilayered tissues while main-

taining overall sheet alignment and stacked tissue architec-

ture.18 Based on the results, we hypothesized that transferred,

anisotropic cell sheets would provide sufficient alignment cues

to allow for maintenance of cell morphology and enhance for-

mation of aligned myotubes in culture.

To determine the durability of the effects imparted by

engineered nanotopographical cues on cell-sheet morphol-

ogy, we investigated stacking cell layers in both parallel and

orthogonal geometries using the TNFS-mediated cell sheet

engineering technique and compared these results to unpat-

terned cell sheet bilayers. The initial morphology of orthogo-

nal bilayers was similar to that seen in stacked unpatterned

cell sheets, with crosshatching seen in myotubes as well as F-

actin and fibronectin networks [Fig. 5(a,c)]. Conversely, paral-

lel bilayers demonstrated consistent and aligned myotubes

with faintly visible myotubes in different planes of view seen

in all samples, with consistently aligned F-actin and fibronec-

tin networks [Fig. 5(b)].

Due to the highly organized structure of skeletal muscle

tissue, any engineering approach seeking to replicate this

FIGURE 3. Myoblasts cultured on nanopatterned substrates align and secrete ECM in response to nanotopographical cues. Bright field micro-

scope images of myoblast monolayers differentiated for 7 days while (a) on TNFS or (b) transferred to a flat glass surface with formation of

aligned myotubes. Yellow double-sided arrows indicate initial substrate nanopattern direction. Scale bar, 300 lm. Confocal microscope images

of F-actin (red), fibronectin (green), and nuclei (blue) staining showing gel-casted and transferred (c) unpatternend and (d) nanopatterned myo-

blast bilayer sheets 24 h after transfer onto a flat glass surface. Confocal microscope images of nanopatterned bilayer sheets including MY-32

(magenta) following 7 days in (e) quiescent growth conditions and (f) differentiation conditions. Substrate nanopattern orientation is along the

horizontal axis. Scale bars: 50 lm.
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organization must, in addition to providing the proper

developmental cues for myotube maturation, enable durable

cellular alignment. Such enhanced and durable alignment is

seen in the parallel bilayers generated by the gel casting

method (>30% aligned with the major axis and 100%

within 308) in contrast to both unpatterned and orthogonal

bilayers (<15% aligned with the major axis and <50%

within 308) [Fig. 6(a)]. In addition to enhanced alignment,

the morphology of the parallel bilayers more closely

resembled in vivo skeletal muscle tissue, with longer myo-

tubes [Fig. 6(b)] having an increased cell fusion index [Fig.

6(c)].

DISCUSSION

Previous research demonstrates the feasibility of engineer-

ing multilayered tissues stacked in specific alignment con-

figurations that are maintained after stacking and

subsequent cell culture.14,18 While maintained tissue struc-

ture is often advantageous for creating multilayered tissues

with complex architectures, and allows for more robust

structure-function analysis, we sought to illuminate how

tissue architecture is maintained following the removal of

cultured cells from the nanotopographic cues provided by

the TNFS system. We found that cells rapidly sense the

underlying nanotopographical cues, alter their morphology,

and then deposit ECM along the periphery of the cell, cre-

ating an anisotropic, confluent cell sheet within 24 h of cul-

ture. The nanopatterned sheets could then be transferred

and stacked as multilayered tissues with largely intact ECM

structure that does not reorganize during quiescent condi-

tions, but is remodeled by differentiating cells.

Previous studies have utilized numerous methods to

induce alignment of myoblasts and skeletal muscle tissues,

including microfabricated posts,9 micropatterned two-

dimensional (2D) surfaces25 and 3D microchannels.26

Although these approaches were able to induce global align-

ment of myoblasts, these approaches rely on constraining of

cell morphology for structural organization. As a result,

there is a distinct lack of uniformity of the degree of align-

ment within the tissues, with a decrease of cellular align-

ment away from the constrained edges.25 The use of

nanotopography, which does not constrain cell morphology,

allows for uniform tissue alignment without the reliance of

any pillar, edge, or wall, and subsequently allows for scal-

able, organized tissues. In addition, the use of nanofabrica-

tion techniques such as CFL allows for more complex tissue

organizations in 2D, with the subsequent gel casting and

stacking approach allowing for a hierarchal control of 3D

tissue structure.

The use of nanotopographical cues also allows for the

rapid deposition of anisotropic ECM, likely forming a struc-

turally organized basal lamina, which is then transferred as

part of the nanopatterned cell sheet. This basal lamina pro-

vides continuous directional cues to overlying cells, and so

prevents reorganization and migration of myoblasts after

transfer off of the TNFS. However, under differentiation

FIGURE 4. Transferred nanopatterned myoblast sheets remodel cytoskeletal and ECM structure depending on culture condition. Confocal micro-

scope image of F-actin(red), fibronectin (green), MY-32 (magenta) and nuclei (blue) staining to visualize structural organization of transferred

myoblasts under (b) growth conditions and (c) differentiation conditions. Sheets cultured under growth conditions did not stain positive for

myotubes. Yellow double-sided arrows indicate initial substrate nanopattern direction. Quantitative analysis of distribution of (d) cytoskeletal

alignment and (e) cell-deposited ECM alignment under varied culture conditions of transferred nanopatterned cell sheets relative to major axis.

Scale bars: 20 lm.
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conditions, myoblasts actively migrate and remodel their

microenvironment in order to fuse to form nascent myo-

tubes, expressing matrix metalloproteinases both during in

vitro studies of myoblast fusion as well as in vivo studies of

muscle regeneration.27,28 In addition, ECM composition is

another important factor in satellite cell behavior, with a

healthy ECM a prerequisite for myogenesis in mature

muscle tissue.29,30 In line with these studies, we observed

the removal and remodeling of deposited ECM during the

myoblast fusion process for both 2D and 3D tissues. Myo-

blasts appeared to be aligned to a greater degree when

maintained on the TNFS, presumably due to topographical

cues imparted by the substrate. These results demonstrate

that cell-generated ECM can affect the formation and

FIGURE 5. Stacked myoblast bilayers maintain cytoskeletal and ECM structure long term under quiescent conditions. Confocal microscope

image of F-actin (red), fibronectin (green), MY-32 (magenta) and nuclei (blue) staining to visualize structural organization of transferred myo-

blasts under differentiation conditions 7 days after transfer of (a) unpatterned, (b) parallel, and (c) orthogonal bilayers. Scale bars: 20 mm.

FIGURE 6. Nanopatterned cell sheet myotubes have greater alignment and maturity compared to unpatterned cell sheet myotubes. (a) Percent-

age of myotubes oriented along major axis (graph is 6908 from center point of each condition’s distribution) of cell sheet following 7 days of

differentiation as bilayer cultures. (b) Average length of myotubes following 7 days of culture in conditions as indicated, no significant difference

seen between unpatterned and orthogonal conditions. (c) Myotube fusion index percentage, calculated as the ratio of the nuclei number in myo-

tubes with two or more nuclei versus the total number of nuclei observed in differentiated bilayer cultures in conditions as indicated, no signifi-

cant difference seen between unpatterned and orthogonal conditions. Significance denoted by bars with star over conditions with p< 0.05. Error

bars are SEM.
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alignment of myotubes. A different group has utilized micro-

patterned, aligned myoblast sheets in a similar manner to

engineer multilayered, aligned myoblast tissues.31 However,

their stacked myoblast sheets ultimately reorganized to

match the orientation of the top myoblast sheet, consis-

tently generating only aligned, multilayered tissues after

24 h of culture. In contrast to these findings, our myoblast

sheets maintained orientation of the individual layers, as

seen in these and previous experiments.18 Takahashi et al.

hypothesize that myoblast fluidity through the cells sheets

is responsible for the reorganization. Other studies have

shown that ECM architecture influences 3D migration, with

increasing ECM porosity correlating with increased migra-

tion speed.32,33 It is quite possible that the utilization of

nanotopography, as well as the dense, aligned cell-deposited

ECM, restricts such movement of myoblasts within our

sheets, possibly due to the deposited ECM structure.34 Fur-

thermore, we observed that myoblasts within cell sheets

actively remodel their microenvironment during differentia-

tion and then migrate between cell sheets in order to form

myotubes, indicating that a more remodeling-active myo-

blast phenotype can migrate between sheets, possibly only

after reorganizing the ECM. Finally, aligning myoblasts in a

singular direction during differentiation facilitates greater

fusion of cultured myoblasts and elongation of the resulting

myotubes.

During in vivo regeneration of damaged muscle tissues,

satellite cells migrate to the site of injury and, in addition to

fusing with resident myotubes, differentiate to form multi-

ple small myotubes within the basal lamina sheath of the

original myofiber.17 Many studies have focused on the che-

motactic response of satellite cells and myoblasts to form

myotubes, but few studies have examined the specific role

of microenvironmental structure on myoblast biology. As

satellite cells have been well documented to mobilize from

up or downstream of the site of injury35 and as the muscle

basal lamina survives various types of tissue injury and is

believed to play a critical role in regeneration30,36 our stud-

ies indicate the structure of the basal lamina can be an

important determinant of myotube alignment during differ-

entiation in the absence of chemotactic signals. Further-

more, other studies have shown the importance of

cytoskeletal remodeling and structure in myoblast fusion.17

In conjunction with these studies, our work could

inform future strategies for engineering skeletal muscle tis-

sues for repair, holding promise for both tissue transfer

techniques and design parameters for in vitro or in vivo tis-

sue scaffolds. Specifically, the use of structurally organized,

3D myoblast tissues may hold promise to improve tissue

patch or tube techniques for transplantation to sites of

injured tissue. For example, it has previously been shown

that a 3D microenvironment can enhance myogenesis of

myoblasts over 2D culture, with a further improvement

once the cells are aligned.9 In addition, the use of a 3D sup-

porting scaffold allows for improved integration of trans-

planted satellite cells over direct cell injection.37 Finally,

functional 3D tissue constructs have also been shown to

restore active force generation in conditions such as

volumetric muscle loss.38 As a scaffold inherently reduces

cell-cell connections, the use of a scaffold-free approach

toward engineering 3D, structurally organized skeletal mus-

cle tissues could further improve integration in a transplan-

tation model, while also limiting potential host-biomaterials

interactions. This could allow for improved therapies for

clinical regeneration of skeletal muscle, such as for treat-

ment of volumetric muscle loss. In addition, generation of

biomimetically aligned tissue layers holds promise for the

examination of disease phenotypes that operate on tissue

scales.39 This study further supports the concept that

imparting alignment through initial topographic cues indu-

ces cytoskeletal and cell secreted-ECM alignment, which

then dictates the orientation of myotube formation without

need for maintenance of extrinsic cues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication of the TNFS

The thermoresponsive nanofabricated substratum were fabri-

cated using previously published methods.18 Briefly, a UV-

curable PUA mold was fabricated and used as the nanopat-

terned template for the poly(urethane acrylate)-poly(glycidyl

methacrylate) (PUA-PGMA) substratum. Glass coverslips were

primed with an adhesion promotor and allowed to dry. A

previously mixed and degassed 1% GMA-PUA (w/v) prepoly-

mer was aliquoted onto a PUA template consisting of

800 nm ridge and groove width and 500 nm deep parallel

grooves and ridges; a dried coverslip was then placed

primed-side down onto the prepolymer. The template-

prepolymer-glass was cured under 365 nm UV light to initi-

ate photopolymerization for 50 seconds. After polymerization,

the PUA template was peeled off from the PUA-PGMA sub-

stratum using forceps. The substratum was then positioned

to cover a 13 mm diameter opening within a 35 mm petri

dish (Cell E&G) and using UV-curable NOA 83 H (Norland

Products) was adhered over the well and UV-cured overnight

to finalize polymerization. To functionalize the surface of the

nanofabricated substrate with a thermorsponsive polymer,

amine-terminated poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM)

solution (1 g/mL) was reacted with the PUA-PGMA substra-

tum in a shaker at room temperature for 24 h at 55 rpm to

allow for thermoresponsive functionalization. The TNFS was

then washed with DI water to remove excess pNIPAM and

sterilized with 294 nm UV light for 1 h prior to use.

Cell culture and seeding on the TNFS

C2C12 mouse myoblasts were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modi-

fied Eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma) and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin (Sigma) in an incubator at 378C, 5% CO2. Cells

were split at 80% confluency to prevent spontaneous differ-

entiation and used within 7 passages of a thaw. To seed

cells onto the TNFS, cells were split and seeded at a density

of 1.25 3 105 cells/cm2 to form a confluent monolayer

within 48 h of culture for subsequent transfer. Cells were

imaged with a bright-field microscope (Nikon TS100) during

culture. Cell sheets were allowed to reach 100% confluency

(24–48 h in culture after seeding) before transfer onto
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treated glass or stacked on top of another cell sheet using

our gel casting method. Once transferred, the single or

bilayer tissues were cultured either in growth medium (GM,

10% FBS) to maintain quiescence or differentiation medium

(2% horse serum, HS) to induce myotube fusion for up to 7

days after transfer. Tissues were subsequently fixed at 24 h

and 7 days after transfer.

Gel casting transfer and stacking of nanopatterned cell

sheets

To transfer individual cell sheets or to engineer bilayer tis-

sues, the gel casting method was used as previously

described.18 Briefly, after cell sheets reached full confluency

within 24–48 h, the cells on the TNFS were rinsed and incu-

bated with room temperature DPBS for up to 30 min to

promote sheet detachment, at which point the DPBS was

removed and melted (378C) 7.5% wt/v gelatin was then

added to the culture dish and incubated at 48C for 15 min

to allow for gelatin solidification. The solidified gelatin was

then manually transferred with the adhered cell sheet to a

new surface or transferred to another cell sheet cultured on

a TNFS for multilayered stacked tissues. An orientation key

was used to allow for orthogonal or aligned tissue stacking.

The single and bilayer sheets were then transferred via the

casted gelatin to a glass coverslip for subsequent culture

and the gelatin was melted and removed. Using the gel cast-

ing method, complex, scaffold-free tissues with intact ECM

microenvironments can be engineered to study aspects of

myogenesis (Fig. 1).

Immunofluorescent staining

Cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS,

Sigma) and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 15

min at room temperature (228C). Fixed cells were then

washed with DPBS, permeabilized and blocked with a solu-

tion of 5% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) and 0.25% Triton

X-100 (Sigma) in PBS for 1 h at room temperature, then

washed with PBS. For fibronectin (produced in rabbit,

Abcam) and myosin heavy chain staining (produced in

mouse, Abcam), cells were incubated with the respective

primary antibody at a dilution of 1:1000 (fibronectin) or

1:500 (MHC) in 1% BSA in PBS over night at 48C. After pri-

mary incubation, cells and sheets were subsequently

washed with DPBS and incubated with the respective fluo-

rescently labeled secondary antibodies for 1 h at 378C. For

F-actin staining, cells were incubated with AlexaFluor 488

conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen) during the secondary

staining step.

Quantitative analysis of cell alignment

To assess alignment, immunofluorescent images were ana-

lyzed using an automated, modified pixel gradient-based

MATLAB script as previously published.40 Briefly, images of

phalloidin-stained cells were taken at three representative

fields at 10X magnification and analyzed by being passed

through a set of filters to calculate the gradient magnitude

of each image pixel and generate an orientation vector. This

orientation gradient data is then used to generate a histo-

gram plot of overall cell alignment.

Quantification of myotube alignment and morphology

Confocal microscope images were taken at 203 magnifica-

tion at randomly chosen locations per sample stained for

MHC (minimum of n5 3 per condition). The MHC channel

was isolated from each image and subsequently analyzed

using ImageJ. To quantify myotube morphology, a freehand

trace of myotubes with a positive MHC signal was drawn

per each identifiable myotube. An ellipse was fit to the free-

hand trace to determine overall orientation angle and

length. At least 10 myotubes were traced per sample, yield-

ing at least 30 myotube measurements per condition. Myo-

tube lengths were averaged and statistical significance was

characterized using a one-way ANOVA, with Tukey’s tests

for multiple comparisons, with significance determined as a

p values <0.05. Myotube orientations were binned into 208

increments, with each myotube having one orientation and

counted. The orientations were then plotted as a histogram,

with the major axis of alignment set to 08, and the y-axis as

a percent of myotube population per bin. Myotube fusion

index was calculated as the ratio of nuclei present in myo-

tubes with two or more nuclei over the total number of

nuclei observed in the indicated conditions with significance

determined as a p values <0.05.
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